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About This Game

WARNING: THIS GAME IS MULTIPLAYER ONLY (Local & Online). BRING FRIENDS.

Crashnauts is a 2-6 player Arena shooter that combines frenetic Quake-like action with Smash Bros. style brawling!

Current Features

Crash with friends either on the couch or online!

Gib your enemies with beloved weapons such as rocket and rail guns, and new entries like the power glove!

4 Races to choose from with a plethora, yes, plethora of customizations!

Play on scrolling maps that keep you on your toes.

Respawn on your enemies with a devastating crash pod that rockets down from outer space!

Battle in traditional game modes including FFA TDM and KOTH (With objective based modes coming soon).

Tight and responsive gameplay.

Get hundreds of headshots
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Title: Crashnauts
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Fueled By Rockets
Publisher:
Fueled By Rockets
Release Date: 24 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 2200 MB available space

English
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This game obviously has a lot of polish, with gameplay feeling smooth and overall balance great. The experience is only
improved by the modes and character options and arenas to fight in. One of the best local multiplayer games I've played.
. This game brings me great joy! the gameplay is solid, with fantastic controls. There is an "easy" configuration that makes it so
anyone can pick it up and do just fine, and more advanced controls to master with hours of play. Gameplay is fast and chaotic,
with quick respawns that get you right back to shooting people up. The user interface is information packed without getting
croweded, so you can clearly see the chaos of the game while still keeping track of amo health and kill count. I've played local
and internet, and both modes had no issues (after fiddling with Port Forwarding in order to host over the internet). Network
latency is real low, to the point that internet play feels just as tight as local multi player.

The early access aspect of the game at the moment i feel is just the maps. There are only a few at the moment, but that hasn't
bothered me much in the hours and hours that i've played so far. It is clear that the basics of the game are done, polished, and
solid. The developers are right on top of things as even after only a few weeks in early access pretty much every major glitch
i've seen has been addressed. it's a fantastic piece of work!

. Crashnauts has Great multiplayer action, particularly for a group of friends wanting a bit of friendly but fierce competition.
The varying game modes offer diverse gameplay and replayability with some game modes offering a rapid pacing that is perfect
for those wanting a quick but quality gaming experience and a chance to squash their friends into "Creamed corn!" with a
crashpod.

Aesthetically, The map and character design provide a fun sci-fi theme with a hint of Ridley Scott-like utilitarian flair. Each
race of crashnaut has a unique and comic design that both provides efficient character differentiation and customizable traits.

All-in-all a great way to spend the evening gaming with friends both locally and online.
. Crashnauts is easy to jump into and a great play for couch parties. What starts as a quick "Ok, let's try to for a few minutes"
stretches to an hour or more as you each try to take the lead the next match.

Online play is an option, but I haven't had a chance to try that part yet. It's well worth a purchase even if it were local only..
Great game for plaing with friends and family. Awsome 2D alternative for modern boring 3D FPS games. Extreme fun and
playable in old style with childhood nostalgia. Need self and friendly fire mode and will be great.. Quake and Mario? I don't
know, its a fun game. Go buy it.. Form what I have played of Crashnauts so far, it's great. it all feels very responsive, with slick
movement to boot. Although at this point, there aren't too many maps, for $10 it's an absolute blast online with a few friends..
Had a blast with this, especially the scroll maps! hope they add workshop support

A few cons: limited number of maps. The appeal of Crashnauts is that it's simple enough for anyone to pick up and play, but
deceivingly complex for any players looking for that competetive multiplayer challenge. I understand this game is still in early
access but it already has solid gameplay mechanics and fantastic level design. The hand-drawn visuals really give this game a
unique look, and I love the cool options for the different races you can play as. This game is a fast paced 2D arena shooter, you
can tell it was inspired by Quake 3 Arena. I'm also getting some TowerFall vibes.

Looks like both online and local multiplayer are working, which is fantastic. I appreciate having both options. There's a few
things here and there that need polish but the core gameplay is solid and very fun to play right now. Definitely worth the price in
my opinion. It feels like it was designed to be one of those games you and a bunch of friends play on the couch friday night.

Oh also, getting a headshot is S A T I S F Y I N G !
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justt get it now you will fall in love its packed fun loads of game modes and fun its a soild game aas it is and if you talk to tthe
creators about some of youre ideas thay might add them my friend kazoomer21 check out his youtube but he asked to add a
mapp call courthard and boom its there so JUST GET IT ITS FUN FUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. This game is a great addition to the
local multiplayer sit on the couch and spend hours screaming with your friends as you destroy eachother. I enjoy the likes of
Towerfall and this holds up for quick and insane multiplayer (they don't have a single player mode yet so I can't compare that).
I've booted this game up at work or at friend's houses where no one else has played it and within a couple matches everyone is
super into it and having a blast.

The creators have a discord channel and are super responsive to the feedback and are constantly tweaking and finessing, even
have played a few successful online rounds which wasn't available at the start.

Great game and only going to get better! I'm pumped to see where it goes from here!. This is such a solid game! The different
game modes, races and weapons add a lot of variety and is such a blast to play with a group of friends.
Fast paced, adrenaline inducing fun!. I'v been waiting for Crashnauts for quite a while now, and it is finally here. I'v been having
an amazing time playing this game with some friends, and people online! I'm very suprised on how good the game looks, and
even performs just for 10$! I would recommend this game any day to anyone that loves some actions, and looking for an easy
game to pickup thats cheap too!. This game is amazing, i have met the devs at a convention and they were some of the niceest
people ever. I played this game non-stop at all the conventions it was at so JUST BUY IT.
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